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Exu is not required to enjoy.  We are here to show the real truth way, if you like it or not. 
Be careful what you say, what you do. We are listening to everything. Don´t be a wolf in 
sheepskin.  Marabo

Jefferson: When did you hear about this dialogue I would take with your medium? How it 
happened?
Marabo: Young man, when you think about doing something, we're already eyeing it!  There is  
nothing you do without approval from above. (God permissions).
We followed your consciousness all the time, because we are connected energetically to you all the 
time.  
It's not means that we are spying on you,  but if there's something that concerns us, we have to 
know right boy? 
There is  a whole organization  up there, because we have another “paperwork” to do...  Not only 
with this “horse” (medium) but there are others too, which need our attention.

Jefferson: When you speak horse, you mean the medium?
Marabo: That´s right.

Jefferson: Some Exus call the medium as donkey. 
Marabo: It's a matter of taste, of choice. But my medium isn´t donkey, he is very smart. (then he 
laughs) You can call apparatus, medium, of whatever

Jefferson:  Sometimes you said, there are some people, which are very stupid. Then you said you 
hate stupid people.
Marabo: Because I come from a line to bring and disseminate knowledge. How am I going to 
tolerate stupid people? 
I have respect for the stupidity that you can not imagine,  but I am not obliged to tolerate. 
Understand?  Because stupid people are lazy people ... ... That does not follow the information. It is 
not?  

Jefferson: I Got it. You look pretty separate a person that is humble without condition of a stupid 
person because he was a waster. 
Marabo: Stupidity is not synonymous with poverty. Poor're full of smart people rich and full of 
stupid people, right?
For me stupidity means, please forgive me. Sometimes the Eshu's kind of rough to talk lad, but 
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stupidity to me is people who do not want to progress,  does not want to raise your consciousness, 
with the information in the face and not see.  
So, this unwillingness to want to review their concepts and learn, that´s for me stupidity. And... I 
hate stupidity.  I am not required to like.

Jefferson: When you speak hate, hate, then people can´t understand because we realized at the 
information that you  give that you are the  person who're closest there the light of the staff instead  
beyond the threshold (umbral, purgatory)
Marabo: When I say I hat is for you to understand that I do not like a kind of behavior.  I am not 
obliged to like nothing boy. 
 I represent to you this carnal (matter) plan, a polarity that you call negative.  I am not here to make 
paper saint. (holy person). If I do not like something, I do not like!  It does not mean I do not 
respect or understand. But I am not obliged to like all kinds of behavior.  When I say I do not like 
children,  It is not that I do not like the child spiritually,  or of Being child. What I dislike is the 
infantile behavior. And that goes for you adults who question this kind of attitude.
Exu (Eshu) is not required to enjoy.  
We are here to show the really truth way, if you like it or not.  Did you get it?

Jefferson: It was clear and I liked it.  Now this difference.  (Exu interrupt the reporter abrupt)
Marabo: But now to understand boy:  If I move to another band, the band of angels (he laughs)
then I'll make the line peace and love to all.  Everyone is beautiful, everything is right (sarcasmus).
But boy, these people do not have the same commitment we have with the earthly journey of you. 
All right?
Well, I'll tell you something else. When I speak not like children,  It is that I do not like too adult 
with children's behavior. It looks like a retarded band of  guys. And falls back on the concept of 
stupidity.
Do you understand me boy? 
Do you really think around this giant cosmos you and Ufos reproduce in the same way and has 
children,  has little kind growing?

Jefferson: Just a moment please. I would like to read a comment we received of a person. 
She said: I did not understand one thing.With all my respect to communicating entity in your video.
But I expected  a little mor gospel
Marabo: I do not'm here to preach the gospel, because I am not Christ. . 

Jefferson: The she goes on: Umbanda is gospel, is love, is understanding
Marabo: There is something already wrong. Umbanda is not gospel. The Umbanda is charity,  
Umbanda is unity in youth difference. 
Why you think you have much Lines (different roots) inside Umbanda?    If she's not happy, what 
she does in the Umbanda? Send her to Kardec group of spirits or to the Catholic Church or 
protestants. There she can study the gospel.

(the reporter seems to be amused about the conversation and goes on)

Soul of a child

Jefferson:Then she says: How can he says the he hates children? Probably he disrespects the 
physical children and Erês too. 



Marabo: Let's clarify this child's story because you treat children with a fussiness level that is 
unbearable. Child is a being of developing consciousness.  Spiritually it is complete.   But because 
of your genetic characteristics,  this awareness will be engaging  gradually genetically, biologically 
and physiologically. Because if that  happen at the same time and complete consciousness in a child,
she can´t support it. This child can not stand.
So this is thought to Earth projection.

Own Comment about that: 
In another Planets there are diferent ways or re-birth. Before the designers starts they work, will be considerate 
about climate and geologic of the planet and also which kind of carma or experiences those new folk are better 
suitable.
If you want to know more about, please take a look at Genesis von Allan Kardec:
http://www.spiritarchive.org/uploads/1/2/4/7/12470836/allan_kardec_-_genesis_

I don´t like people treating children wrongly : Or they overprotect or they mistreat them.
What happens? 
If the child is overprotected is spoiled, it becomes boring, finding himself the center of the universe.
On the other hand, has a lot of parents who do not care, and the children gonna be bad guys. 
 Children have to be treated like a child! Not as an adult, creating expectations that are wrong. But 
also can not be treated as a young pet. I do not agree and think the wrong childish treatment. 
Children should be with respect and with love, as any human being. Child is not a special being. 
Child needs to learn. Child must have limits. It is clear boy?

A ill-bread child, with bad information or less love will become an horrible adult.
If you get ninety percent of adults that are problematic,  always have childhood trauma. And not to 
feel sorry for the child, because the child chose that nuclear family to be born.  So stop deifying the 
child. Child needs attention, love, affection,  information, education like everyone else!

Own comment: According to the spiritismus, before we born we decide which family we want to be born, which 
Karmas we gonna have in this life. (free-will before born)

Jefferson: In the spiritism we give a great respect for the precepts of Christ's gospel.  I imagine that 
in Umbanda too.  But people sometimes wants to deify Jesus in the book of the bible and forget to 
practice on a daily charity that is what makes Umbanda.
Marabo: Christ never asked to be deified. Christ did not want followers, he cames to awaken the 
Christ within each of you, the Divine Being that we are. 
How is this divine being? The middle way. For understanding... And do not understand love as 
romantic love.
Love is understanding the other in its entirety and accept their differences. ...   This is true love.
 It is not possessive love, is not sexual love.  There are many loves.  The Greeks already talked 
about thousands years later.  Having love means recognizing the divinity of the other.  And to 
recognize the divinity of the other, you have to recognize your own. 
Then you do not do shit right boy?

Ego & Self-knowledge

You think there are a lot of love between people, right? ...the father loves his son, boyfriend with 
girlfriend, husband his wife... It´s all fake!
You can pick up maybe ten percent who actually has a bond of true love is with detachment, 
without material interests,  without financial interests, uninteresting to subdue the other which 
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sometimes does not have money in the move, but there is an interested to subdue the other. 
Relations, let´s say, right addicted.
So for all kinds of human addiction, habit is given the name of love. In fact, there is possession, 
slavery, addiction. 
True love is the one who're up there, that comes down from the Divine for you, hitting the threefold 
flame of each young man and says: You are Divine.  That´s the trully love.
The rest are fleeting youth achievements. Everything here is young passenger. This generates 
controversy because people I love, I love

Jefferson: You from spiritual side can see better how we feel, what the mouth speaks and the heart 
does not feel right?  
Marabo: Exacly. When people go to a yard: I love him, I need him...   Boy, ninety percent of cases or
is financial interest, or is of interest to want to have a person like toy to show the parents and 
friends, or sexual interest or simply vanity.  Incidentally, all assembled that goes to vanity, because 
if you consider the last cookie package,  everything is at your disposal is not it?
Now go look in the mirror and ask yourself: Do I deserve it?  You will love yourself first.  
Meet yourself first. Give yourself sufficient value before asking anything in the name of love.
Perhaps the closest that love which Christ tried to teach, are those people who not cling to anything 
or anyone.  those people who ready help when needed.  Those people are the guardian angels of 
you,  a distress in those difficult times and without asking anything in return, if I may say. This is 
true love. 
True love does not ask anything in return, does not charge.   True love is giving without return.  

Jefferson: You are talking like an angel...
Marabo: (he laughs) only if it has a horn and tall, right boy (sarcasm)

Jefferson: Talking about horn and tail,  told me to say nothing not to put horn and tail in your 
person.... 
Marabo: I'm just playing with you because people will already takes the Gospel and say you are 
chatting with the devil. (then he laughs).

Jefferson: By the way, there is a person who said you called the Bible as story book, then reversed 
all our conversation and said that Umbanda do not pay attention in the Gospel of Jesus, because we 
don´t know the story of Umbanda anymore and that Umbanda were founded on beautiful and sacred
thing.  sometimes I hear and read criticisms that are not worth answering … As you like 
controversy, they said you called the Bible as story book. 
Marabo: Is not it? the Bible is a collage of stories of the Jewish people. Which in fact, is based on 
people stories that existed on the planet before. And what's funny is that people validate a story like 
the official story.
 I'll write a Bible, what do you think? Why those people did not study Mahabharata? The Hindu 
civilization was here long before... So therefore I will not even get into that controversy. If the bible,
 this Bible makes so much sense for them, I ask only one thing: 
You want to be a good Christian? So love! But love of truth.

Jefferson: I do not know how a person who says been able to  understand or love bible or defend the
Bible can feel  indifference, anger towards others and express it so clearly. 
After the review the person says: when it is called the Bible book of history of the Jewish people 
and no religious foundation that ends that spiritualism founded Allan Kardec and Umbanda 



founded by Zélio de Moraes, is founded in the New Testament the teachings of the Lord Jesus 
Christ. Of course charity. 
Only what you said is that the Bible is a history book. You never told  Umbanda was not founded on
the teachings of Jesus…   Unfortunately people distorts everything we say....
Marabo: The problem is that people need a lifeline. Let's say, the problem of Umbanda is to be a 
very recent and Brazilian religion, founded on Brazilian soil, it lacks  higher reasoning of the 
viewpoint is historical.  
All people know that the fundamentals of Umbanda like magic religion, it is important to make it 
clear: Umbanda ís magic because of the manipulation of energy. It exists on the planet long ago,  
Even before Christ saw.
So, what´s happen? People take  a little of piece of recent history,  because the cosmic point of view
what are two thousand years? Anything.
Handle an important avatar who came here to set an example and say:   Look at the way of the truth 
the way of love is this.
And Umbanda benefits with that. Umbanda borrowed, lent this knowledge, this theological 
foundation of Christian charity.
 But does Umbanda's it?
Umbanda does have this Christian theological foundation in the essence of doing charity, doing 
good Christian, But it also has an entire pantheon of African gods through syncretism. But It is not 
just a matter of syncretizing. Is the question that uses Orisha in Umbanda. You do not need to tell 
St. George is Ogun. What´s matter is African energy to culture. 
Then who that was there before? Jefferson answer: Yes-   Do not black Africans were there BC ?  
Yes-  Do they no longer worshiped their Orishas BC?  Yes
 forget that african side and go back here to America right? Yes - Did you got Indian here, right? Yes 
- And the Indians no longer had its own culture? Yes. - And they didn´t get their own gods? -Yes 
They had their gods represented by the natural forces? Yes
Marabo: And what this woman is telling me two thousand years history, as if it were the only truth 
boy? 
So so, before pointing the finger will study girl! The lady is being ethnocentric. 
Do you know what this is?  Justify the point of view of Western Christian culture as  the only viable
and the only truth.
Will study other truths.  Because this is one among several others. 
Umbanda, to simplify for little head of yours, We chose three areas that represent most cultural 
background of this country: The white, black and Indian.
So, because it had to do with your heads, your culture. I will get an example: Why that Umbanda 
has not chosen Shiva? It could not have chosen him? No, because he is outside our cultural context.
So what I ask you and I say this with love in my heart ...  Before you judge a story, realize that 
history is also multifaceted.  It is multicultural.  It is multidimensional. They have various aspects. 
Does not cling to look as if it were the absolute truth ...  Because this is something of stupid people.
Do you understand boy?   

Jefferson: Yes, i did.
Marabo: Anything else about it or let´s change the thema?

Jefferson: I want to know what you think of the criticism or the person using the precious time to 
criticize and that's what  I want to talk a little with you.
Marabo:  Oh, what you would want to know? What I think about criticismus?

Jefferson: First what is your opinion about a person when she is criticizing.
Marabo: Young man, you are asking me a general question.  I will try to answer you what I think of 



criticism in general. Criticism is necessary for improvement. This I agree. Now you need to know 
where it's coming this critical . 
Does this person have the necessary understanding to be able to criticize?
And again, criticism already has a negative connotation, right boy?  So why not say instead of 
criticizing, You can use a prettier word for you who is collaborating or Enhance. Let's change the 
negative to positive.  So if I do not agree,  one thing people do not understand is because, often a 
person who has a different point of view from yours and she can have her reason,  she to be able to 
assert her point of view, she wants to destroy yours. This is wrong!
You grant each other the right to think of a way, and say: “I know you think so,  but I think in 
anothe way”. So you get to do dialectically  another construction of the truth that may be a middle 
ground,  a fusion of ideas to bring something better.
Now, the empty criticism of those who are feeling excluded from a process, it is something of 
stupid people.

Jefferson: And what harm it causes to a person is untwist, because of their personal beliefs, which 
suddenly a Eshu talking about? 
Marabo:  From our point of view, she is doing wrong in the sense that she does not want to see 
another truth. But that is her choice.

Jefferson: But the person affect herself, because she doesn´t get her own evolution, right? 
Marabo: But it is her choice!  If a person chose to be stupid all my life, who am I to say anything?
Now, chose to be dumb no problem,  but I have to like?
My role is to bring Knowledge.   If you want to hear, you want to study, good. If not, life belongs 
the person, not mine.  

Jefferson: You speak about knowledge and  I spoke with Sir Seven Crossroads (another Exu), he 
said're seated in the knowledge throne. He also said my Exu (Jefferson spiritual guide) also seated 
Knowledge of the throne as well... You are also, right?
Marabo:  I work for line Oxóssi.  I am propagator of knowledge.

Jefferson: I understand.  And it would be because the medium is dedicated to learn? What should 
we do to have a Eshu of knowledge as our guides?
Marabo:  No! You do not choose Eshu.  Eshu chooses you. ! Who said this bullshit?

Jefferson: No, no. He just asked.
Marabo: Ok, I will clarify. This import to know, otherwise you gonna make mistakes.
 When you make a reincarnate contract  (before the reincarnation, we meet s in the spiritual level
and decide of our future life with Karmas and so on...), entities that will work with you they are 
all already aware.
 So what happens?  You have in your life paths certain features that represent certain Orishas.
So if you have as a way of life the pursuit of knowledge,  it is obvious that you will have with you 
entities also seeking knowledge.  If you are on your way entities that work, for example,  with 
charity, with love, dedication to others, you will have entities that do this.
 So it's all energy configured (programm), that you have at your side the companions you need to go
your way and play you mission in peace. Understood?

Jefferson:  It is a question of touch and affinity. 
Marabo: Of course! That´s it!



Jefferson: So, Sir Black Hood (another Exu) said that all Exus who see an Umbanda temple they 
are, or are undergoing training and always has another guardian of the hand, or they are already 
trained and know what they are doing. Is it right? 
There in the spiritual world undergo training before handling? I imagine they have to learn right to 
deal with the energies of the physical body on the other side. 
Marabo: Nobody come to work in the Umbanda without studying (he laughs). Yes, of course!
They must know the issues that they have to work, like the energy coupling techniques. Also 
Understand the head of the medium. Sharing consciousness.   How not to interfere in the 
medium's karma. Oh you know, has a lot of matter that we have to know.
Or you think is like this: Disembodied turned Eshu've already used a Umbanda yard?

Jefferson: Why there are people who sometimes says: “Look you have to indoctrinate your entity 
(Exu) if you do not like she smokes or drink”, If you do the course, why that needs indoctrination? 
Marabo: Because each one has a different level of consciousness. And often Exus who work with a 
person,  are people who so within the karmic line of that person. 
It comes as, let´s use a word I do not like, they come as quiumbas  (called as inferior, uneducated 
spirits), and they grow through practice. (evolution), It is a tougher school to both: medium and 
entity. 
 It's like you walked straight in fourth grade  Primary without having gone first. But it is also a 
choice of both, before the reincarnation.
Now this question of indoctrinating not to drink, not to smoke,  this is bullshit right boy?  
Exu should decides if he wants to smoke or not. As I said it before, Smoke and drink are working 
tools inside Umbanda. This story of white Umbanda,  cup of water works only in the yard of 
Kardec.
Umbanda grounded not have these things. Have to have a drink yes, have to have a cigarette yes, 
have to have the Pemba... You have to have all magical instruments. 
Umbanda is magic. Not Catholic Mass, is not evangelical worship, it is not sceance.
The people want to put Umbanda within their harvest. There is a lot of different temple,   each pulls 
to one side....    I am in favor of the middle path: Umbanda grounded, correct, with certain ritual, 
with magic, with the right side, left side,  Tronqueira of Eshu,   with the house of Exu outside, altar 
of right, left.... all cute.
(During the Dialogue, Marabo cough and excuse by Jefferson)

Jefferson: Did you get a grippe?
Marabo:  I speak too much, dry throat,   I have to take a water boy.

Jefferson: Just kidding, spirit does not catch flu right Your Marabô?
Marabo: Thank God! Eh boy? Be coughing like a dog hahahaha.  

How Exus help us going back to the right way

Jefferson: Do you sometimes give laughter of the things that we do here, in our matter world or?
Marabo: All the time hahahaha.  It's a fun to be here. Do you know why that, boy?
It is a mixture of, shall we say, black humor and pity.  Because we've been through it all. It's hard to 
see a child longing to bullshit,   by lack of awareness eh boy?  
Do you really think We like to give a munity on the child? No, we don´t like but it is necessary 
sometimes... Sometimes need because the person is stubborn. It's in the vice and will do it again,  
and will do it again and will do it again.



And I made a commitment up there to put that person on track. And the person insists on the wrong 
track. Then you go there and gives a munity on the child. 
 I will explain why it is what it is pean! 
So, let's say, a beating the child.  
 This can be from an energy point of view. 
This point can be the same material. Making her lose something, perhaps the person awake up.
How did you become aware of things in this material world? When you lose it, right?
The person needs to discover the secret of a full life, self-knowledge.
Embrace your side light and embrace your shadow side and follow through.

Jefferson: When the Lord speaks hand side light and shadow, and embrace...  When a person has his
Marabô as front Exu and says: “I do not need more than anything,  nor Preto Velho (black old men 
phalange), nor Ere (children phalanges), or anything of those other entities.”
The person makes a mistake  or not`?
Marabo: Quimbanda works only with Eshu, not by Umbanda.
We need all of entities. Each entity works in a line.  Each entity brings knowledge.  Each entity 
brings pardon.  Each entity brings a light or each entity brings a shadow. 
This total knowledge is gonna allowing people to grow. 
 It's no use to cover the sun with a sieve, boy. Everyone has a shadow side, everyone has the side 
light. You need to know your both side, without fear , because fear is the most harmful thing that 
exists.
 Because he does not let you know. And the things you fear the most, are the things you need to 
know better who you really are. 
So if I have some advice:   See what you fear. And if you are afraid of it because it resonates in you.
There will seek because this resonance with that and will take that fear, will solve your head, you 
will forgive. 
Sometimes a person has a fear of something she does not understand. Can be connected to past life,
It can be connected to a traumatic experience for some other living there... So, you have to solve it.
Do not be afraid of being afraid. But Face!
Peolple say: “am not afraid of nothing” Hahahah. Everyone is afraid, boy.You are here on “Earth 
fear”.
You should say: I am afraid but I will address this fear. Because we're on your side is to help facing 
your problems. We bought the fight together with you, boy.
 

Jefferson:  When purchase is the fight of the people,  you mean obviously within what allows 
greater spirituality. 
Marabo: Oh boy, do not come to attack my my horse not here.  If he is wrong boy, I even give one 
pean in him. If he's doing stupid things, he pays, because we charge. Do not come to curse without 
reason....   Today is Shango is not it?  What representing Shango? It is the Divine justice.
We give a protection to you. If you are in the path of light, the divine understanding. The role of 
your lives (contract before born). 
 If you go to the good way, then we are at your side.
But, if the medium is crooked, dishonest, devious, then he get a entity like him (atraction law).
Just be careful. Be careful what you say, what you do. We are listening to everything. Don´t be a 
wolf in sheepskin. You can deceive others, but we are not fools. 

Jefferson: Yesterday dona mulambo (Pombagira Line) told me: Here on the other side we hear 



everything.
Marabo: It is very annoying for us to see the medium doing something stupid or talking bullshit...
If it is in his way, then I can not interfere. Understood? 
But now if the medium has a stance that is unethical,  then he will take pean and lots, and lots of. 
Eshu is a line that wound up. Eshu is a line that can be very patient. Then we are giving him rope to 
hang himself.
Many Umbanda temple are filled with the Holy Father where bogs in charge of others. For 
something that should not, invents something that does not exist,  makes vodoo to steal...
We're just seeing, giving rope, giving rope,giving rope ...  It will come a time he will be left with 
nothing. That's entities. Because you know that the entities can leave the medium, or?
If the person gets a degree of spiritual corruption, moral, the entity despite the contract, the entity 
has the right to drop this medium.  Then approaching this medium the quiumba (inferior spirits). 
(law of atraction)

About Sexuality:
Sexuality of the medium is defined genetically And energy BEFORE incarnation. Homosexuality, 
bisexuality, whether it will be transvestite, this is set before because it is a way of choice.
If you are homosexual,  you will work with the male and female energy. This is the reason that 
many homosexuals are mediums. It is easier purchases entities work energetically. 
Now say, a heterosexual man will receive a entity with female energy and gonna be homo, that´s an 
absurd!
Because the spirit is only awareness. No one gonna turn a fagot,  no one gonna turn a transvestite. 
People are!  (You are what you think, Buddha)

I have fun with you (then he laughs). Just a mom, gonna drink a water.

Self-knowledge
Jefferson: Madame Mulambo (Pombagira Line) said that people think that Exu don´t follow the 
words and thoughts, are completely wrong, making a lot of stupid things... 
If I do understand, you, in the spiritual side, are able to see and hear what we say or think...
Marabo: we have to have respect for the other error.  But that is painful...
 Imagine a scene like this: you have a child who´s enjoy playing with fire. Then it has a curtain in 
the room.... And that child finds beautiful set things on fire. 
So he lit the match or the lighter go and put fire in the right curtain. 
I ask you: Who´s fault? Who was the responsibility, Accountability?         
It's the parents!  Because being a father means looking, watching.
 Then we somehow  endorse your lives. And it hurts us often to see you burnin 'down the curtain 
itself. But often, we can not interfere.  This is perhaps the greatest moral dilemma of the entities.
Because if you chose a path of pain, if you chose to walk a distance path of your own soul, of your 
own energy, we can at most suggest, blowing in your ear: “Do not do that because it will not work”
We do it, but many times you are not open to hear. 
The human arrogance is much higher that  any attempt of the spirit is able to warn you about the 
danger.
 How many of you are open to hear  the word of angels or demons? 
How many of you want really hit?
These are the questions that you should do. So if I can give you more advice: Open to the universe
and know yourself better.  
Because if you already have marked your history or from your family,  remember that everything is 
marked genetically ,   certain addictions or certain trends there are certain behaviors that are not so 
harmonics, you may suffer a lot.

Unfortunately for many of you; we do not exist and we can not interfere.  In some situations 



yes, but usually not.  

Jefferson:  I heard this weekend  a story of a transsexual. He sais me: “because the medium is 
arrogant,  sometimes entities  make him  embarrassment”
He said he had an entity incorporated in a Holy Father (Umbanda priest) who was very macho,
and called the participants, put everyone in a circle and said: Look you five my horse believe you
Inventing as you are incorporating Pombogira, because you like to wear skirt and rolls...
Look, you do that sometimes with the medium,  make  him embarrassment to drop the hand to be, 
like, silly.? 

Marabo: Oh, I personally have never seen.  But it is possible, it is possible. But I believe it is an 
extreme case. Normally when you do not like something's behavior, then I'm saying the spiritual 
practice point of view. From the medium's behavior, you will meet, you talk to the medium.

Jefferson: The spirit conversation with him
Marabo: Yes, yes. Has a connection intuiting, saying this ist not okay... What happens is that often 
the medium has its vices. 
Often the medium, human medium,  embody human. So at that point I agree with the Kardecist line:
You have to first get to know. It is the story of the intimate cleaning. It has a lot to do with having 
an ethical attitude towards things.  Then everything you try, everything that gives you fear,  It is 
what you need to address in your life. No use flee, boy.   No use getting praying,  it does not solve 
the issue. You have to face.
What is the problem? What fear?  Then faces it. 
Because to resolve an issue you will clean your Soul , to be able to make your calls.  

Jefferson: So every fear of everything you will accumulate, is that not a big boulder in on the river 
of your life. It will acumulate water
Marabo:  Yes. You will create along that life forms thought. creating along this miasma life and 
will joining.
So when you go out of this plan, all that follows you. (after we die, we take all things we 
accumuated during our lifes)
This all becomes something you love: Threshold. (Umbral, purgatory)

Threshold, Umbral, Purgatory

Marabo: What is the threshold, boy?  It is a projection these thought form, these fears,  sadness, 
depression, of all that you have built. Yourself build your own hell with an amazing lad ease.
So the posts are hell embodied by the incompetence of you To see yourselves as divine beings.
For your addictions, its quirks, the arrogance,   by ignorance, religious dogma, by the 
scientific dogma, by any kind of dogma. 
Because the dogma close to your mind. 
Then another council.  today it's good to give advice right? ((he makes a joke and laughs:  Hahaha. )
The board is so: Get rid of dogmas. Find your inner truth. O'm like a Buddhist talking hahaha. 
But it's true.

Jefferson: In a little you gonna enters the Pena Branca Line, haha. (Pena Branca means white 
Feather. It is a line of very big knowledge in the Umbanda)
Marabo: Salve Pena Branca Line!  I'm far from that, boy!



Jefferson: But that distance that you are from a spirit of light... I've heard His Seven (another Exu) 
say that was kilometers To communicate with an Ere (Children Line).
How it works? Because of vibration? Logically different vibrations do not share the same space... Is
in that way?
Marabo: If you understand dimension as space,  it is as if I am here and you're there. We 
communicate, but we are not together.

Jefferson: Now, to you to communicate with a Erê, (Children Line, pure spirits), or a Preto Velho 
(Black old men, african Line) do you come close to him? 
Marabo:  I do not need, I will enter the vibratory rate. It's like a phone, you dial a number.
 But our phone're right on the head (telepathy)
(he makes a joke) If you memorized the entire phone book. Caboclo dial, dial Preto Velho, 
hahahaha. You are so funny!

Jefferson: Now about the accent... Sometimes people talk like this: “It was a  Indian but but he had 
no Indian accent.”  
Marabo: We choose. It´s like a name. I can talk normal, or I can talk with accent.

Jefferson:  It's easy to see a person who is mystifying when the pattern of  the diction of the way she
speaks does not remain the same during the time of talk. 
Marabo:  In fact you  can fool the people the way you want,   but you do not fool the medium itself. 
So then. If one mystifies, you can mystify and make voice Baiano, of Old Black. It is a matter of 
psychic awareness.
My medium would not be given a role of this.  He was not going to make these business right?
But there are a lot of medium doing it. Many of them love to work with Exu and Pombagira to giva 
little show. I's because the boot clothing, making a theater,  to draw attention to himself. ... 
(charlatanism)  Poor wretches right boy?

Jefferson: Your Seven said that if a person is proud to have this or that Eshu with her, especially in 
this case, he said: “I'm not the light. I am one of Eshu Hopefully, the knowledge I have my 
elevation.  But, I press one also.” This is how you  do it? The person starts to go very, very very 
much. She said I polarize the negative side of it and put a weight on his back
Marabo:  I said already: We give munity. But sometimes you don´t learn...

Jefferson: When you told Umbanda is magic, while I was talking with another Exu, he said: “I can´t
talk to you because my cigar is over. “ Then I told him: “How does a cigar can have the power to 
prevent our dialogue? “
He answered me: “The cigar has the element fire, the medium element was air. this was necessary 
so that it could be this coupling, linkage of Energies and the conversation could exist..”
Marabo: Yes, that´s possible. Each medium has a different relationship with his body.  
I do not need nothing. As I told you, I have good taste, like good things, a good Whiskey, I wanted 
to have a nice outfit to introduce myself dignity to people....
But my medium not think so! So it must to have respect from both sides. So when he can, yeah can 
he buy good whiskey.  
I think this medium is my friend. I love this medium as a medium that loves me, because we 
understand each other. It is a respect, you want to do a caring, attention. 



Especially because all the offering back energy to the person who is doing. (Law of atraction).
 I do not need cigar, pipe, even whiskey, but a way of showing affection and attention with religion 
and with the medium and with the entity. 
 

The Elements
These elements:  Alcohol, tobacco, Pemba, the basics of Umbanda, all are capable of being 
manipulated energy, to facilitate certain things. So much depends on the degree of adjustment 
Energy of the entity with the medium. 
But I can use or not certain things. During a working service, I'll need rather certain magical 
elements. Not to do an interview.

Jefferson: if a person is humble and has no condition to buy another whiskey than that of Paraguay. 
(very bad Whiskey), you do not mind, or?
Marabo: I´d rather not buy. Because I do not need it. She can bring me a flower with love, or bring 
me a glass of water. What we want to see is one's own energy donation, the love and respect the 
person. 

Jefferson: True truth...
Marabo: Yes. Because it's no use you bring me a box of Scotch whiskey and be a bad guy.
Do you understand? It works for Kimbanda (african religion of black magic).
We do not work with black magic. So what matters is the demonstration of affection, of love for the 
entity. The power of true love that you put there.  Because it back to you. (attraction law)
Now, I also have the right to choose what I want. You can not buy something I like,  I prefer that 
one does not give me anything. Just give me attention and affection. 
It is same thing, tha has a rich aunt and a poor aunt. You invite both to your birthday. What  is 
important? What are you on waiting for the present or the presence of your aunt?

Jefferson: Presence.
Marabo: Are you sure? Hahahahaha  You are indifferent to the rich aunt present, hahahaha.
But suddenly you like most poor aunt and she brings you a very little present... But what matters is 
the love and presence.
Each one offers what he can, what is set energetically for your material life.
So well, accept willingly that comes willingly. No matter what it is.  

Jefferson: Still the idea of magic before making the final question,. We see the the crossing point in 
Umbanda.  How do you  explains a broken point? What good?
Marabo: Scratched Point is a signature lad entity.  It opens a specific energy portal to that Entity're 
working.  
 It's like you put a key in the lock.  Each energy has a different key. 

Marabo: But other spirits who are going through there, they will see , for example, the flag Marabô?

Jefferson: The point he scratched it is a very symbolic thought. This is something that comes from 
the stars. Am not joking,  this is the stuff of star. This is based on star symbol. Are stellar symbols, 
so to speak, added human experience.
Did you  studied crossing point?  

Jefferson:  I've seen a few already. 
Marabo: Take a look, you will understand. You gonna tell whether it's line Caboclo, Exu line...
it's all written symbols.  



Jefferson:  If it is of souls, it is the crossroads, if the woods. Ok, thanks. Now, you said that you 
have clothes you like, but the medium don´t use it. 
Which kind of outfit is that?  Sometimes he knew straight,  what clothes you like? 
Marabo: A black hat and a black and purple cape. So, it gives a visual identity. People will look and 
say:  That´s  Marabô.
Otherwise you see the same medium, with the same face clothes getting different entities like 
caboclo, preto velho. Hahahahaha  It's for you to understand.  You need it!

Jefferson: Now about mediumship of the person and the facility you have to approach and work 
with the person.
The meat, the intake of meat by the human being....
Marabo: Hahahaha. I know you will ask me. 

Jefferson: For the human being not be a carnivorous animal, he eats meat is not carnivore we 
studied,   But this we hear the aliens say, the books I've done that then influences a lot in your body,
in other astral, etheric, mental, and the other bodies has seven bodies that we have.
 
Now I wish to hear from you. You make use of mediumship. 
There is the influencing or not eating meat?
Marabo: For me does not influence anything. All to line Exu does not influence anything.  
Incidentally, stimulus go in a steakhouse.  
 I tell you this:  For biological configuration of you, meat consumption brings nutrients.
If you are well nourished you you very much ectoplasm. Right?  So what we need to work?
 If you are a Tibetan monk who is meditating all day,  for what  you need meat? 
And all is a matter of use.
And boy, I'll tell you if they did not say: It has Ets  races who eat meat.  In fact, it was they who 
came up with the genetically, Then they were going to be based on that boy?
So it's kind of bullshit that story there of not eating meat. It does not help the person stay all day 
eating only leaflet and inside the heart is black, eh boy? 
It will not just reach nirvana no right boy?
Now what we advise is for example,  the work of the day you make a light meal.  But after work the
medium feels without power, because it gives too much power. So it's important to replace.
I think this is a topic that is much in the consciousness of each. You will reach a point where this 
planet will no longer eat meat. And will reach a point in the future that will not eat. 
We do not eat!
But that're away. We have a long way, eh boy? Everyone knows their needs.
The important thing is not to judge.
If you want to be vegetarian, fine. If you want to be carnivorous, fine.  But when you gonna work 
with an entity, You have to go with a clean heart

Jefferson: You spoke of ectoplasm, have other things like dark chocolate, other things is also 
sometimes replace meat.  Then you´re also not encouraging anyone To eat meat to work with Exu 
right?
Marabo: No. What I'm saying is that you need energy.  And for you, you are a vegetarian boy? 

Jefferson: Yes, I am.
Marabo: Hahahaha. I knew it. Hahahaha.   And you're influencing others to not be carnivorous. 
Hahahahahaha
What I'm telling you is no matter what you eat. You should have to have good energy balance. 
That's it!



All right? Choose not flesh meat, chocolate, banana... 
Does not matter! What matters is that you're okay, you have to be health, right?
  It's what comes out of it. (Mathew 15:11)

Jefferson: And above all mentally healthy too,  spiritually right? Because Jesus said is not what goes
into the mouth that consumes you right? 
Marabo: Of course! 
He makes a joke: “If I could I would cut the language of many people and would make a good 
Feijoada (brazilian speciality.), and would save many pigs hahahahahaha 
Pig has not karma, you have! It's all a joke.  

Marabo: Now let´s go to the last quastion, boy.

Jefferson: people who work with the line Marabô, it has a particular way you ask her  to develop her
mediumship?
Marabo: No, mediumship has no specific way. Mediumship have to be developed.
What is proposed are different psychic development lines.  
For me, I'll tell you what I personly think, which is a belief among many.  It's the absolute truth:
What I think is that psychic development has to do two things:

1. Take the medium's ego down.
How do you lower the medium's ego? You have to let him influence unless the process.
You may use several things to do that.   It has yard that still're running medium fifty time. 
Then the medium comes out dizzy, right?   But this is important,  to take down the medium's
ego. 

2. And the other thing is self-knowledge. The medium can only give way to an entity if he can 
understand that although they are united in consciousness, are two separate consciousnesses.
Then he needs to know who he is.  

The great fear of developing mediums is to know,  there am I?  Who is your entity.  
So, separate the wheat from the chaff there.  What are you and what it's me. What is mine is mine,  
what is yours, is yours. 
But that's a long process, eh boy?   Psychic development to be done well.  It is not because the 
energy aclopamento is easy, because we're already together with you.  But the preparation and 
mostly accept the medium about his psychic mission.

Jefferson: So, is not marked the day, when someone will incorporate Marabô, the time,,,  It is not 
you come by the time you want to enter you will incorporate. We have to develop.

Marabo: Those not forced incorporation processes. This is not a merger, it is a possession right? 
No, is not like that, because you have to follow the development.
And I'll tell you more, many mediums do not develop a lifetime.  And they pay with illness and pay 
with their own young life.  

Jefferson: You spoke with a heavy heart. 
Marabo:  Because it is very sad to see you losing your time.
You incarnate in this plan, you came with a troupe on your side, helping you open own paths and to 
open the paths of many people.  To help you and to help many people. 
And just you close your eyes and ears to all these people.
 What that ends up happening?  And we do have to do this; We begin giving pean people. For her to 
wake up, so she wakes up, so she wakes up.  
And sometimes the person spends his whole life and not wake up.   For fear of prejudice, primarily 
out of fear.  
You think it's thing, sometimes by religious dogma right?



So it's up to us to do is cry for that person.  Because she wasted a lifetime. 
Not only hers, as a circle of entities ...  Who came to learn from her who could not learn because 
she refused  to make way for these entities. 
Then this may be the setting of view of the entities,  the sad reality.  
  So I speak with sinking heart, boy.  
Because Exu not only laughs, Exu also crying, boy.

Jefferson: Now not to end with a positive, because I know that all who are listening to us were 
moved,  but turn this into right action. 
Tell us aone thing: You are obviously in the spiritual world, you know my Eshu Your Tiriri, do not 
you? 
Marabo: Your Tiriri hahaha. Your Tiriri is a Eshu honorable young man. 

Jefferson: Have you  worked with him? 
Marabo: Yes, but he works in a different line of my. What is the line of Tiriri boy?  Of the soul? So 
will work in cemetery line, or?
There are many titiris, as have several Marabôs. So when I talk Tiriri,   I am referring to this Tiriri 
uniform.  But you have, so to speak, various facets,   various interfaces. 
What happen in a Umbanda cleaning with Cleaning, come Exus multiline.  It's like a relief team 
each knows what to do.
Now it´s enough. My medium is tired.  The throat's already seen screaming boy. 

Jefferson: Look, then look, I appreciate that gives one last message about you like that person to 
make and act...
Marabo: Well, to be a bit controversial I will talk about one thing that will raise more controversy 
right boy? 
What I want to talk about is just: Forgive me for my failures.  Pardon me for my bad words. 
But before you forgive me, forgive yourself for your  evil deeds,  for your  bad words,  for your  
mistakes. 
Because who forgives does not judge the other, because we believe that the other is part of ourself.
So you should  get in the way of happiness,  the fullness of the knowledge of the world and the self.
The golden light of knowledge can penetrate the soul  each one of you and turn each of you be a 
wiser, be a more light, be a more divine connection.
That the way of you is this is to reconnect with all that up there. 
And we're just a worker sometimes  Not very delicate methods, we try to put you on the track of 
things, in the right way you have to walk to reach your goals.
So love your Exus, love your Pombagiras, love your entities. 
Because we are here as a group of friends, who have come to help you to play this hard life you 
choosed here on this plane and stay on Peace!

 Save Eshu Marabô! Save the Oxóssi Line! Save Xango, which is the line of the day! And save you 
boy. Save all of you 

Love is understanding the other in its entirety and accepting their differences.
Exu Marabo


